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In: Call of Duty: Infinite War zombie Power-Ups Edit Share Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare zombie power-ups community content is available according to CC-BY-SA unless stated otherwise. As has been a tradition for zombie maps, the zombies in Spaceland's Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare features powerful Wonder
weapons that players can unlock to help turn back against the undead hordes. Past maps allow players to simply collect these wonderful rum mystery box weapons, but in the zombies in Spaceland, players have to work out a miracle weapon that is not an easy task. To create a Miracle Weapon - or Weapon of Rock - in
Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare, players must find all the necessary parts and then deliver the parts in the right cardboard cutout in the park. There are several different achievements/trophies related to developing Wonder Weapons in An Endless War, and here's how to work them all out. Before attempting to create a
weapon, players will have to unlock the package-a-punch room. It is also wise to acquire the equivalent of Juggernog in the Infinite Warfare, a reversing trigger called Tuff Enuff. 1. Dischord One of the most entertaining Wonder Arms Is Dischord, which makes zombies dance before they explode. The first step is to take
one red, one blue and one green coin in the souvenir machine and get a disco ball. Killing zombies to collect coins, players must be in search of a pair of glasses that can be equipped to see the world in black and white. Perhaps inspired by the iconic 80s classic film They Live, the glasses that players can collect in
Spaceland's zombies allow them to see invisible objects in the environment. Walk around the entire theme park with glasses equipped to find five hidden targets that spawn at random. Shoot all five goals to be gifted with the battery. Now visit the pack-a-punch room, activate all the UFOs, and then go to Astrocade and
buy Golden Teeth for 300 tickets, as well as Arcane Core for the same price. Remember that the quickest way to earn zombie tickets in Spaceland is to complete the N3IL problem, so take some time to complete those for extra tickets if necessary. Arcane Core is used to collect energy from UFOs activated earlier. For
this particular weapon, we need poisonous energy, so go to the disco trap in Astrocade. Kill the zombies there using the trap and then follow the UFO around the kill map of more zombies until the UFO turns into poisonous energy. Collect the poisonous energy into the Arcane core and attach it to the weapon. Go to the
crocodile trap in the Kepler system and lure to it an alien beast. Activate the trap to crush the beast and destroy some teeth traps. Replace the broken teeth with golden teeth and then shoot at the car that appears in the back traps with a gun that has poisonous energy. This will show the green stone that is item needed
to manufacture Dischord Wonder weapons. Visit the lower level of Astrocade to find a cardboard cutout and craft arms. 2. Face Melter of the Four Miracle Weapons in Infinite Warfare, The Face melter is one of the most difficult to manufacture. Players must insert three blue coins into a space travel souvenir machine to
get the first part, a piece of rocket ship. They then have to go to the teleportation portal, which is also in the space travel area map. Turn on the portal and then throw the grenade frag into it. The grenade will be thrown back, glowing red. Now just keep lifting the grenade, throwing it to the ground, picking it back up and
then throwing it to the ground again all the way back into the Teleport Space Path. When you reach the portal, throw a grenade at it to get a battery. The next step is to collect lightning-fast energy. Fuel a UFO near the Star Mission trap, killing zombies with a trap and then kill zombies near the UFO as it goes away.
Gather energy in Arcane Core, and use it to shoot the car into the crocodile trap. Collect the blue stone and then deliver it to the cutout to travel through the space area. 3. Headcutter To get a piece of Doll Yeti, deposit three green coins in a souvenir machine. Next purchase of kiro-granata for 350 tickets from Astrocade.
Go to the Polar Peak, to the big robot Yeti. Throw the kiro grenades at Yeti to make it spew breath ice, and lure zombies into the ice breathing to kill them. After enough zombies have been killed, head to the Polar Peak gift shop to pick up a battery from a smaller thereeth statue. Now go into the roller coaster trap and kill
the zombies with it to power the UFO. Follow the UFO around, feeding it to zombie souls who should be ordinary at this point. Once enough zombies have been killed, collect ice energy from Arcane Core. Back to the car in the crocodile trap, shoot to get a yellow stone and then deliver the stone to the cardboard cutout
located in the polar peak of the gift shop. 4. Shredder General Consensus seems to be that the shredder weapon is the easiest of the four weapons to manufacture, so this is one players should focus on when trying to complete an Easter egg. Although Shredder is considered the easiest of weapons to manufacture
though, it's still not a walk in the park. First, take three red coins to the souvenir machine anywhere in the park to get the first part. Then kill the zombies until the points drop (assuming you don't have them already), and equip them to discover the invisible boat between the Kepler system and the Polar Peak. Shoot the
batteries from the back of the boat and then find a fountain where the battery washes up. From there, visit the crocodile trap in the Kepler system. Now we have to collect the red stone from the but we need firepower Arcane Core (300 tickets). To get firepower for the weapon, kill the zombies around the chromosphere
trap in the Kepler system and then follow the UFO around and fuel it by killing the zombies next to it. Go back to the car, shoot it, collect the stone and go to the cutout, which is in the underground tunnel system of the sci-fi theme park. Knowing where all the pieces have to work out a miracle weapon in the zombies in
Spaceland is only half the battle. Players also need to be skilled enough to survive the undead masses while they try to build all the Miracle Weapons. However, once one Wonder Weapon has been created, the zombies in Spaceland experience becomes a little easier, so it shouldn't be such a difficult battle after
acquiring the first one. Call of Duty: Infinite Warfare is now available for PC, PS4 and Xbox One. Genshin Impact: How the Pity System Works About author Dalton Cooper (6116 Articles Published) More from Dalton Cooper Create breakdancing zombies, or just destroy them completely, with alien-themed Wonder
Zombie weapons in Spaceland. The latest Infinite War zombie map has many hidden weapons, and tons of stickers to collect - but they're all a secret. Find out where to get all the tutorials right here. Getting any of these Wonder Guns will unlock Rock On! Achievement/trophy to design one of the four available Rock
Weapons. They are all similar - you will need to collect souvenir coins, get basic weapons, buy gold teeth with tickets, and kill zombies in unique traps. It will always be the same, but actually getting things done is not that easy. For one particular Wonder Weapon, you need to know 13 hidden target locations. Yes.
Wonder Weapon Guide Wonder Weapons are a unique weapon only found in the zombies in Spaceland, and they are not always easy to acquire. Follow the steps below for each individual Wonder Weapon to earn it in the game. Before you move on, you should be able to access the Pack-A-Punch machine to get all the
pieces for these different Wonder weapons. Learn how to turn power on the entire park and find Pack-A-Punch here: Infinite Warfare: The zombies in Spaceland - How to Unlock The Pack-A-Punch Face Melter Located in the Space Travel section of the park, this elusive weapon has not yet been found by the community.
Some steps are available though - let's look at those now. How to Get a Face-Melter: Part of #1: Battery - It's Crazy. Before you try this, get Stamin-Up to delight. You will also need a Frag Grenada. Wait until the park is basically away from the zombies. When there is only one zombie left in the scene, this is the safest
time to try it. Activate the portal in space travel. Throw a grenade into the portal. It's going to pop back, glowing red, and it's about to explode. Use team to give it back to the Space Path portal. This will reset the timer - you don't have long before the grenade explodes. You will have to throw a grenade, take it back, throw
it, take it back, etc. all the way back to the portal Space Path for a grenade explodes. If you can do this back, throw a glowing grenade into the Cosmic Way portal and the battery will appear. Part of the #2: Rocket Ship - Insert 3 blue souvenir coins into the Souvenir Station on a journey into space. Green souvenir coins
randomly fall away from zombies. You can carry only one souvenir coin at a time, so, having collected one, take it to the gift station. Part of the #3: Lure Brute into the crocodile's mouth traps and close it to break the inanimate teeth away. Insert gold teeth (300 tickets purchased from Astrocade supplier) into the missing
sockets to reveal the canister. Shoot the 2nd hole canisters in the mouth area with Astrocade elementary bullets. Headcutter Like the next two weapons, this laser gun shoots an alien beam - but it will always instakill zombies. Any zombie hit Wih Headcutter... Well, their head explodes. If that sounds good to you, here's
how to put together all three components. Throw Cryo-Grenada into this Yeti! How to Get Headcutter: Part #1: Battery - Kill 20-30 zombies frozen in the icy breath of the Yeti statue and then assemble a battery from the hands of a smaller Yeti statue in the Polar Peek gift shop exit. A giant youth statue to the left of the
polar peak entrane door (from the center) will spit Ice Breath after hitting it in the head with Cryo-Grenade. Cryo-Grenada is purchased from astrocade ticket provider. They cost 350 tickets for 2 grenades and 150 tickets for refueling grenades. Part of the #2: Doll Yeti - Insert 3 green souvenir coins into The Souvenir
Station in Polar Peek. Green souvenir coins randomly fall away from zombies. You can carry only one souvenir coin at a time, so, having collected one, take it to the gift station. Part of the #3: Crystal - Bait Brute into the crocodile's mouth traps and close it to break the inanimate teeth away. Insert gold teeth (300 tickets
purchased from Astrocade supplier) into the missing sockets to reveal the canister. Shoot the 1st hole canisters in the mouth area with Polar Peak Elementary Bullets. Shredder The Shredder is a powerful energy pistol similar to Alien Blaster from previous zombie maps. He shoots a laser that explodes on contact and
completely destroys enemies. The latter can break up a few zombies per shot. How to Get Shredder: Part of the #1: Battery - Get your sunglasses and go down to the waterway after discovering the debris path that leads to Bang-Bangs per second, connecting the tunnel with Astrocade. Use sunglasses near the water to
detect an invisible vessel moving down the lazy Shoot the part on the back of the boat until Falls. After the battery falls out of the boat, go to the fountain area, where the water is poured from the ground. When the flow of water appears on the green colored circle, that's when you can collect the battery. Sunglasses are a
random zombie drop. Activate them to switch to a black-and-white look where you can see certain things that were previously invisible. Part of #2: Alien Dolls - Kill zombies and collect red souvenir coins. Redeem the coins at the Gift Station in the Kepler system - insert three red coins, and the alien doll will fall out. That's
your middle part. Red souvenir coins are an accidental fall from zombies. You can only carry one at a time, so whenever you find a red coin, redeem it at Kepler Gift Station. Part of the #3: Red Crystal - Break the crocodile's teeth trap, closing the trap on Brute and then replacing your teeth to reveal the hidden canisters.
Shoot the 4rth hole canisters in the mouth area with the fire element of the bullet to reveal the red crystal element. Buy three pieces on an underground stand to assemble Schroedder. Dischord Another laser-based Wonder Weapon, it causes zombie breakdancing wildly before exploding, damaging any zombies nearby.
While it's not quite as killer as Schroeder, this Wonder Weapon still has its functions. Here's how you can get it for yourself. How to Get Dischord: Part #1: Battery - Get sunglasses and shoot 5 secret targets. Back to the disco floor at Astrocade to find the battery as soon as all the goals are down. Sunglasses are a
random zombie drop. Activating them allows you to see special invisible things in color. Previously unseen targets have a full color. Targets appear all over the map in random places. They are easy to spot, but some of them are in difficult places. There are a total of 13 random locations these targets will spawn an inch
(1) Caviar Room: In the center. Very easy to spot. (2) Hubble Space Route: 1. Hanging from the roof of a gift shop. 2. Under the bridge to the polar peak. (3) Outside Astrocade: 1. Next to the mouth of a giant monster face, below and to the left of the TRITON sign. 2. Hanging in a glass exterior display, next to the Blue
Balls and past the souvenir machine. 3. Behind the bumper of the car, near the door that leads to the Astrocade. (6) Inside Astrocade: 1. In a claw game near the dance floor on the 1st floor. 2. Through the window spawn zombies right up the stairs. 3. In a trash can on the left side of the 2nd floor. 4. The ceiling above the



power switch. 5. Behind the Alien Dischord standee. 6. On the floor behind the ticket seller. (1) Polar Peek: 1. Visible through an ice cave overlooking the roller coaster track on the Astrocade path. Part of the #2: Disco Ball - Place all kinds of souvenir coins in the Gift Station vending machine outside Astrocade. Place (1)
Red, (1) Blue, and (1) to the vending machine. Souvenir coins are an accidental fall from zombies. You can only carry one, so insert the matching coins into the machine as they are discovered. Part of the #3: Green Crysal - Break the crocodile's trap teeth by closing the trap on Brute and then replacing your teeth to
reveal hidden canisters. Shoot the 3rd hole of the canister in the mouth area with the laser element of the bullet to reveal the red crystalline part. The last part is exactly the same as the step needed for Shredder - except that you need to shoot from a canister with poisonous bullets rather than a fiery element. Check out
even more Infinite Warfare and zombies in Spaceland's guide to Gameranx: Gameranx:
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